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STF-1 Ground Operations
Automating the Planning, Scheduling, Assessment and Data 
Processing/Reduction for a Small Satellite
Mark Suder
Systems Engineer
TMC Technologies
NASA’s IV&V Program
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20200000017 2020-03-11T13:43:38+00:00Z
NASA IV&V JSTAR/ITC – Who we Are
• NASA – National Aeronautics and Space Adm.
– NASA’s Software IV&V Program
– Software Independent Verification and Validation +
– Primarily NASA, also a few closely related organizations/missions
– Ensuring primarily NASA Class A Mission Success since 1993
– Full Development Lifecycle – Software (and related System) Requirements, 
Design, Code, Test, AI&T, etc.
• JSTAR/ITC
– JSTAR (see logo); ITC = Independent Test Capability, the personnel team for 
the lab (sometimes used interchangeably)
– Experts in software only simulation of hardware and hardware emulation
» Especially, but not limited to, CPU instruction set simulation so flight 
binary executables can execute on commodity hardware
» Also emulation of flight peripherals, buses, etc.
» And more…
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Background
• STF-1 = Simulation-to-Flight 1
– 3-U CubeSat
– Primary Objective:  Development of NOS3
Spacecraft Simulator
– Secondary Objectives:  4 Science Payloads
• 12/16/2018 Launch; 12/19/2018 First Contact
– Now what?  
– How do we efficiently and effectively operate?
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Pre-Launch Existing –
Command and Control
• Ball Aerospace COSMOS:
– Development:
• Telemetry and Command Definitions created/used
• Transitioned as-is into Operations
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Stats on Cmd/Tlm Sent/Received;
Comforting to see Tlm #s Increase
Command Sender to
Send Commands
Pass Planning
• NASA Wallops UHF Antenna – Shared Resource, 
Weekly Spreadsheet Schedule
• STRATCOM TLEs
• Feed homegrown tool – Orbit Inview and Power 
Planning, Part of NOS3
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Pass Support
• Azimuth/Elevation/Range Table and Graph
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AER Table Current time updates every second
Red Ring = 
0o Elev = Horizon
STF-1 @ horizon @ 15:55:11;
Rises in the SW at ~225o azimuth
Known R/F interference source 
in this red Az/El region
Max elevation ~15o; ~16:00:11Situational 
awareness during 
passes; some 
geometries are 
better for comms 
Az angle
Automated Post-Pass Assessment
• Similar az/el plot; Assess pass cmd/tlm times
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Success!        
Telemetry 
received!
 No telemetry
received 
Data request 
Cmds Sent
• Slack Messages:
Voltage 
Good 
Supporting Science
• Binary telemetry to CSV:
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• Sharing via Google Drive:
• Generated calendar
– Science cmds sent:
– Science telemetry 
received:
NASA IV&V JSTAR/ITC – What we Do
• STF-1 +
• Software Only Simulation
– NOS3
– Human Exploration
– Science Missions
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Questions?
mark.suder@tmctechnologies.com
https://www.nasa.gov/centers/ivv/about/index.html
https://www.nasa.gov/centers/ivv/jstar/JSTAR.html
www.stf1.com
www.nos3.org
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Thank You!
